GROUP EXHIBITION AND SILENT AUCTION
ARTISTS SPACE 105 Hudson Street 226-3970

December 10 — January 7
Gallery closed Dec. 24—Jan. 2

Tuesday—Saturday 11—6

Bids can be placed from December 10 — 23. Successful bidders will be notified during the final week of the exhibition.
KATHY AGNOLI
DIKE BLAIR
FARREL BRICKHOUSE
VINCENT CINIGLIO
RONALD FISCHER
FRED GUTZEIT
MICHAEL HARVEY
DIANE JACOBS
TOM LAWSON
MICHAEL MALLOY
ALLAN MCCOLLUM
PAUL MCMAHON
JUDY PFAFF
EARL RIPLING
LIVIO SAGANIC
MIRA SCHOR
JOANNE SELTZER
TERISE SLOTKIN
MICHAEL ZWACK